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ABSTRACT
To establish an automatic conversation system between human and
computer is regarded as one of the most hardcore problems in com-
puter science. It requires interdisciplinary techniques in informa-
tion retrieval, natural language processing, and data management,
etc. The challenges lie in how to respond like a human, and to
maintain a relevant, meaningful, and continuous conversation. The
arrival of big data era reveals the feasibility to create such a system
empowered by data-driven approaches. We can now organize the
conversational data as a chat companion. In this paper, we intro-
duce a chat companion system, which is a practical conversation
system between human and computer as a real application. Giv-
en the human utterances as queries, our proposed system will re-
spond with corresponding replies retrieved and highly ranked from
a massive conversational data repository. Note that “practical” here
indicates effectiveness and efficiency: both issues are important for
a real-time system based on a massive data repository. We have
two scenarios of single-turn and multi-turn conversations. In our
system, we have a base ranking without conversational context in-
formation (for single-turn) and a context-aware ranking (for multi-
turn). Both rankings can be conducted either by a shallow learning
or deep learning paradigm. We combine these two rankings to-
gether in optimization. In the experimental setups, we investigate
the performance between effectiveness and efficiency for the pro-
posed methods, and we also compare against a series of baselines
to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed framework in terms
of p@1, MAP, and nDCG. We present a new angle to launch a prac-
tical online conversation system between human and computer.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To create a virtual assistant and/or chat companion system with

adequate artificial intelligence has always been a long cherished
goal for researchers and practitioners. It is believed to be chal-
lenging for computers to maintain a relevant, meaningful and con-
tinuous conversation with humans. How to respond like a human
generally involves interdisciplinary techniques such as information
retrieval, natural language processing, as well as big data manage-
ment. A significant amount of efforts have been devoted to the
research for decades, and promising achievements have been grad-
ually achieved so that we can expect real applications in real life,
rather than in Sci-Fi movies or research labs only.

The demand for virtual assistant/chat companion system lead-
s to cutting-edge technology in the spotlight from both academia
and industry. The arrival of big data era also accelerates the de-
velopment of human-computer conversation studies. Owing to the
public resources for conversations on the web, we are likely to learn
what to reply given (almost) any inputs by retrieving from the con-
versational repository. It is probably a great timing to build such
data-driven conversation systems between humans and computer-
s. We are motivated to establish an online chat companion system
for real-time services. Since there is a clear industry-driven back-
ground for our study, we ought to make the system practical, where
“practical” means both effectiveness and efficiency. These two is-
sues are fundamental for an online system.

Human-computer conversation systems have been evolving for
years. Researchers have firstly investigated into task-oriented con-
versation systems [34, 40, 46]. To maintain conversations with-
in a specified domain, it would be more feasible to create prior
knowledge to handle specific tasks such as flight booking or bus
route enquiry [23, 46]. One of the most obvious drawbacks for the
domain-specific service is that the conversation cannot go beyond
the domain of the system, and that the way to function is nearly
impossible to be generalized to open domain. It is only recently
that non-task-oriented dialogue, a.k.a. open-domain conversation,
has been attracting the attention for its functional, social, and enter-
tainment roles [3, 2, 26, 14, 39, 20, 32, 9, 19, 48]. In this paper, we
set our target at creating a human-computer chat companion system
(i.e., a ChatBot) in the open domain.

Building an open-domain ChatBot system to interact with hu-
mans is interesting but extremely challenging. Firstly, since people
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(a). Query-reply w/o contexts. (b). Query-reply w/ contexts.

Figure 1: Take a short multi-turn (2 turns) conversation for
example. It would be quite confusing and less meaningful to
select a reply to the query alone without using the conversation
context. It is natural to select a reply about travel to the query
when considering the context about travels in National Parks.

are free to say anything to the system, it is infeasible to prepare
the knowledge for interaction before hand. Secondly, the possi-
ble combinations of conversation status is virtually infinity so that
conventional hand-crafted rules would fail to work for unexpected
human utterances [35]. As mentioned, the emerging increase of big
web data can greatly advance the development of conversation sys-
tems in open-domain conversations. Owing to the diversity of the
web, a retrieval-based system can retrieve at least some replies for
almost any of the user input, and then returns a reply, which is a
great advantage. To this end, we establish the conversation system
based on retrieval-and-ranking based method.

In general, there are two typical scenarios for computers to un-
derstand conversations: 1) single-turn and 2) multi-turn conversa-
tion. A single-turn conversation may refer to the beginning of a
(multi-turn) conversation, or a dialogue shift from the current con-
versation. A multi-turn conversation usually denote an on-going
conversation which lasts for several turns. For multi-turn conversa-
tion, the series of conversation history can be utilized as additional
information, namely “contexts”. Single-turn conversations are easy
to understand. No context information is available, nor necessary.
We illustrate a simple multi-turn scenario in Figure 1, where con-
text information is needed for the conversation. Based on the obser-
vations, we design two ranking mechanisms in particular to handle
single-turn and multi-turn conversation in this paper, namely base
ranking and context-aware ranking. We combine both rankings in
optimization in order to suit both scenarios.

In this paper, we introduce a data-driven, real-time conversa-
tion system which provides chat service based on the tremendously
large corpus from the Web. During each conversation session, users
input a sequence of messages to “chat” with the computer, and the
ChatBot will be able to return a corresponding series of replies. We
organize functional components together into pipelines and apply
timely efficient optimization to make the system framework practi-
cal.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
• The 1st contribution is that we introduce a straightforward yet

effective rank optimization framework for the human-computer con-
versation system based on retrieval. The framework is general, and
it adapts well for both single-turn and multi-turn conversation sce-
narios in open domain.

• The 2nd contribution is that we examine the efficiency issue for
the proposed system to be practical. We examine the difference of
shallow learning and deep learning based candidate rankings for
both base ranking and context-aware ranking. We investigate the
trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency.

We also run experiments to examine the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our proposed framework in comparison with several al-
ternative methods. We are able to achieve the first-tier level for ef-
fectiveness using the deep learning based ranking, compared with
state-of-the-art approaches. Using the shallow learning based rank-
ing, we can choose to outperform almost all rivals in terms of
running time, while remain a relatively high effectiveness perfor-
mance. We provide a useful perspective of view to launch a practi-
cal system for online chat service.

In Section 2 we start by reviewing previous work. Then we intro-
duce the conversation system framework, including pipeline com-
ponents, ranking paradigm with optimized combination designs.
We describe experiments and evaluations in Section 4, including
experimental setups, performance comparisons and result discus-
sions. Finally we draw conclusions in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
Early work on conversation systems is in general based on rules

or templates and is designed for specific domains [34, 40]. These
rule-based approaches require no data or little data for training,
while instead require much manual effort to build the model, or to
handcraft the rules, which is usually very costly. The conversation
structure and status tracking in vertical domains are more feasible
to learn and infer [46]. However, the coverage of the systems is al-
so far from satisfaction. Later, people begin to pay more attention
to automatic conversation systems in open domains [32, 9].

From specific domains to open domains, the need for a big amoun-
t of data is increasing substantially to build a conversation sys-
tem. As information retrieval techniques are developing fast, re-
searchers obtain promising achievements in (deep) question and
answering system. In this way, an alternative approach is to build
a conversation system with a knowledge base consisting of a num-
ber of question-answer pairs. Leuski et al. build systems to s-
elect the most suitable response to the current message from the
question-answer pairs using a statistical language model in cross-
lingual information retrieval [16], but have a major bottleneck of
the creation of the knowledge base (i.e., question-answer pairs)
[17]. Researchers propose augmenting the knowledge base with
question-answer pairs derived from plain texts [24, 5]. The num-
ber of resource pairs in this way can be to some extent expanded
but still relatively small while the performance is not quite stable
either. Knowledge bases are important sources for better human
language/text understanding [36, 37, 38]. It will be interesting to
incorporate such knowledge into human-computer conversation.

Nowadays, with the prosperity of social media and other Web
2.0 resources, such as community question and answering (cQA)
or microblogging services, a very large amount of conversation da-
ta becomes available [39]. A series of information retrieval based
methods are applied on single-round short text conversation based
on microblog data [20]. Higashinaka et al. also combine template
generation with the search based methods [9]. Ritter et al. have
investigated the feasibility of conducting short text conversation by
using statistical machine translation (SMT) techniques, as well as
millions of naturally occurring conversation data in Twitter [26]. In
the approach, a response is generated from a model, not retrieved
from a repository, and thus it cannot be guaranteed to be a legiti-
mate natural language text.
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Figure 2: The illustration of the ChatBot system framework,
including both off-line and online process. The candidates are
ranked with and without contexts (if any) and combined both
rankings in optimization.

Recently, with the fast development of deep learning techniques,
efforts are devoted in the neural network-based conversation sys-
tems. A neural conversation model is proposed using a sequence-
to-sequence manner [33]. Neural Responding Machine (NRM) is
developed as a generative way to respond to human messages, us-
ing recurrent neural networks (RNN) [29]. The single-turn con-
versation generation is then extended to multi-turn conversation
with conversational contexts are encoded for RNN [31]. Atten-
tion schema is also incorporated into the conversation model [45].
A hierarchical neural network model is proposed to model human
conversations [28]. These generation-based neural networks can-
not guarantee natural generations as well. What is more, neu-
ral conversation models tend to generate trivial or safe, common-
place responses (e.g., I don’t know) regardless of the input [18].
Retrieval-based methods are more likely to find interesting candi-
date replies which are originally written by humans. Ji et al. intro-
duce an information retrieval approach for short-text conversation
using deep match metrics [14]. The architecture is further devel-
oped as a learning-to-match schema for short texts [20]. These
methods are for single-turn conversations only, with no context in-
formation incorporated. In our previous work, we have proposed
a deep learning-to-respond schema which incorporates contextual
information for multi-turn conversations [43].

We can see these methods characterize new insights and formu-
late good models. Yet no previous studies examine the conversation
system from a practical enterprise perspective, investigating the is-
sues of effectiveness and efficiency. We hereby launch the ChatBot
platform, and share the hands-on experience from an industry an-
gel. We provide the real-time service, accessible for everyone.

3. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
To create the conversation system, we need to establish a pipeline

of components including data preparation, search and retrieval, and
rankings with optimization. Roughly, we have an off-line process
and an online process. We will go through these procedures in this
section.

Table 1: An example of the original microlog post and its
replies. We anonymize user information for privacy.

POSTING:
一把年纪的人居然近视了...求个眼镜做礼物!
(It is unbelievable to have myopia at an “old” age... Wish a pair of
glasses as my gift!)
REPLY 1:
我送给你!
(I will offer one for you!)
REPLY 2:
可以恢复的，别紧张
(It can be recovered. Relax.)

Table 2: To create the conversation resource, we separate the
post and replies as ⟨posting-reply⟩ pairs. In this way, we provide
different ways to respond to a given query and make diversified
conversations.

POSTING:
一把年纪的人居然近视
了...求个眼镜做礼物!
(It is unbelievable to have myopia
at an “old” age... Wish a pair of
glasses as my gift!)
REPLY:
我送给你!
(I will offer one for you!)

POSTING:
一把年纪的人居然近视
了...求个眼镜做礼物!
(It is unbelievable to have myopia
at an “old” age... Wish a pair of
glasses as my gift!)
REPLY:
可以恢复的，别紧张
(It can be recovered. Relax.)

3.1 Off-line Process
Data Preparation. With the prosperity of Web 2.0, people inter-

actively have conversations with each other on the Web. In Baidu
Inc., there are trillions of webpages indexed in PB level of storage
for Baidu search engine1, which provides a huge thesaurus for con-
versation data. Therefore we are able to collect sufficient human
conversation data taken from social media such as microblogging
websites or forums, where users can publish a posting message vis-
ible to the public, and then receive a bunch of replies in response
to their posting. Such conversations do not occur in strict real-time
style but they are literally real human conversations. We collect the
conversational data stored as ⟨posting-reply⟩ pairs. We show some
of the examples in Table 1-2.

In the sample shown above, the first message of a conversation
is typically unique, not directed at any particular user but instead
broadcast to all audience. There are many flexible forms to reply
to a given message, which is exactly the nature of real conversa-
tions: various response but all possibly appropriate, with different
aspects of information to fulfill a conversation. We then separate
the posting-replies into a group of posting-reply pairs, each with
two utterances from the conversation. The dataset is demonstrated
to be a perfectly rich resource to explore candidates to help com-
pleting a human-computer conversation in natural languages.

When the data is collected, we then pre-process the obtained re-
sources for data cleaning. We filter the data by removing extreme-
ly short replies and those of low linguistic quality such as point-
less babblings according to the evaluation framework put forward
in [42, 44, 41], so as to maintain meaningful, high-quality con-
versation records. We also remove inappropriate conversations or
incomplete sessions. We do not intend to include conversational
resources with impolite, rude, or even dirty words. Besides, we
also remove the conversation sessions with meaningless symbols,
out-of-vocabulary words or pure numbers, which we believe they
1http://www.baidu.com
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are less likely to constitute a good conversation. Besides, we also
conduct stop word removal.

After data cleaning, we store the resource data on Baidu search
platform and deploy a standard inverted indexing using terms using
Baidu file systems and retrieval infrastructure, which supports regu-
lar updates (weekly or monthly) and incorporates new conversation
resources. The data is incrementally bigger and bigger as time goes
by. The procedures might take time but it is acceptable for an off-
line process. Then the indexed documents in the ⟨posting-reply⟩
format will now be ready for online retrieval.

3.2 Online Process
Search and Retrieval. After taking in the user issued query,

which could be one or more terms, we apply a standard retrieval
process via keyword search on the conversation data resource using
the light-weight search platform in Baidu Inc. Unlike the traditional
search task deployed on general Baidu Search Engine which per-
forms very heavy computing with thousands of features, the con-
versation based search is much lighter. We treat each pair of post-
ing and reply as a short “virtual” document. Hence we incorporate
minor adaption that now each virtual document to retrieve actually
consists of a pair of posting and reply, even though we only need
to return the reply as the output. The whole corpus is formatted in
an inverted index prepared off-line. This retrieval process returns a
list of all potentially relevant replies to the query from the corpus.
With these candidate replies, we proceed to the next step.

Rankings with Optimization. We next conduct the relevance rank-
ing procedure, to distinguish the highly relevant candidate replies
from less relevant replies retrieved from the conversation archive.
This step aims at matching postings and/or replies and then filter-
ing down the candidate pool. To optimize the ranking, the ranking
paradigm will need to be general enough so as to tackle every sce-
nario of human-computer conversation no matter when 1) the user
initiates a new conversation, 2) the user continues an on-going con-
versation and 3) the user continues the conversation with new con-
tent shifts in the meanwhile. These situations can be mapped into
two scenarios, either single-turn conversation, or multi-turn con-
versation with contexts. Correspondingly, we design two rankings
namely base ranking for single-turns and context-aware ranking
for multi-turns. We also introduces an intermediate component to
segment the conversation sessions, so as to decide what to use as
the contexts and how to use contexts: we ought to use a succes-
sion dialogue as the contexts. With all these metrics, we are able to
optimize the candidate reply selection with both ranking schemes.
More importantly, since we provide real-time conversation service,
we need to be practical about context utilization. It is natural that
as context grows, the cost to use contexts will grow as well. We
will manage to make the cost remain (almost) the same, rather than
let the cost grow linearly or exponentially as context length grows.

Since the rank optimization is a core component in the retrieval
based conversation system and mixed with strategies, we next pro-
ceed to elaborate the ranking with optimization.

4. RANKING WITH OPTIMIZATION

4.1 Problem Formulation
The research problem of automatic human-computer conversa-

tion is defined as one or more turns of chattings between man and
computer. Within each turn of the conversation, given the message
issued from human, the computer would provide a reply in response
to the coming message. Given the user messages as queries, our
system retrieves related replies from a vast repository of conversa-
tion data and returns the most appropriate response. We propose

Table 3: Different formulations for single-turn conversation
and multi-turn conversation with context information.

Single-Turn Multi-Turn

Inputs. qn qn, C
Outputs. rn rn

Obj. Func. r⋆n = argmax
rn

f(rn|qn) r⋆n = argmax
rn

f(rn|qn,C)

to suit both scenarios of single-turn and multi-turn conversation us-
ing a base ranking as well as a context-aware approach, and expect
the conversation system can respond like a human. We have the
following definitions in Table 3.

We have a conversation resource in ⟨posting-reply⟩ pairs. For a
single-turn conversation, the situation is simple and clear. Given
a particular query q, we ought to return the selected reply r. In a
multi-turn conversation scenario, for the reply rn in the n-th turn,
a single-turn system utilizes only the n-th query qn while a multi-
turn system also includes a successive chatting history as contexts
C={q1, r1, . . . , qn−1, rn−1}. f(.) is a certain scoring metric to
indicate the tendency to choose r as output for the given inputs.
The metric will be discussed in details in the following sections.
We optimize the best reply r⋆n given the context C.

4.2 Rankings
We conduct a ranking to distinguish highly relevant candidate

replies from less relevant replies retrieved from the conversation
archive. This step aims at matching postings and/or replies and
then filtering down the candidate pool. We have both base ranking
(i.e., single-turn without contexts) and context-aware ranking dur-
ing this step. We are able to obtain two ranking scores for each of
the candidate replies. Since we propose to utilize the context in-
formation, we ought to at first select contexts since we only use a
succession conversation associated with q as the contexts C.
• Context Selection. Firstly, we will address the context se-

lection issue. The intuition is that given the whole conversation
session, not all of the texts are successive with the query, neither
should the additional information be incorporated. We hereby use
an intermediate step to decide when and what session texts to be
utilized as “contexts”. We deploy a TextTiling-like [30, 7, 8] seg-
mentation method with dialogue act to segment dialogue “session-
s” in the conversation, and we use a succession dialogue associated
with q as the contexts. The session segmentation ensures that we
use appropriate contexts as additional information.
• Base Ranking. We first offer a base ranking for the retrieved

replies, which is to distinguish the highly relevant candidate replies
from the irrelevant responses retrieved from the conversation archive.
This step aims at matching postings and/or replies and then filtering
down the candidate pool through semantic relevance measurement
and a series of other evaluation metrics. Given a query q, we obtain
a ranking list τ of the top-k ranked replies Rq = {r1, r2, . . . , rk}
according to the relevance score given by the ranker. A permuta-
tion (or ranking) τ is generated in the descending order. Each ri
is represented as a vector xi where each xi ∈ R|x| has |x| dimen-
sions. A ranking function R|x| → R is trained and applied to rank
the replies, and τ(ri) < τ(rj) means ri is more preferred over rj
in the ranking list (a.k.a., f(ri|q) > f(rj |q) since it is based on s-
ingle turns). We have two instinctively different ranking paradigms
based on shallow learning and deep learning. The shallow/deep
rankers will be described in Section 4.3. Through this process, we
are able to obtain a ranking score for each of the candidate replies
and then we rank the replies accordingly. This ranking list is re-
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garded as a base ranking using q only. We omit the subscript of q
and useR to representRq when there is no ambiguity.

Till now, we only consider the information without contextual
information to match the candidate replies to the query, and hence
create the base ranking τb. However, the context-insensitive infor-
mation might not be sufficient enough, especially under the scenari-
o of multi-turn conversation when we have a conversation history
to evaluate which reply would be better given a particular context.
We next incorporate the context-aware ranking.
• Context-Aware Ranking. Now we aim at examining which

candidate reply is more appropriate given the context under a multi-
turn conversation scenario. We also have a vector-based context
representations to match with the top-ranked candidate replies, and
hence refine the rankings. Likewise, we use a shallow ranker or a
deep ranker.

After the base ranking and the context-aware ranking, we opt to
combine both dimensions of rankings together in order to optimize
the final ranking orders for all candidate replies. Then, the conver-
sation system selects the reply with the highest rank as the output
to respond. Next, we will further go through the shallow and deep
rankers, and then the details of rank combination and optimization.

4.3 Shallow Ranker v.s. Deep Ranker
In this section, we introduce two ranking methods for candidate

replies, using shallow learning and deep learning correspondingly.

4.3.1 Shallow Learning
For the shallow ranker, we deploy a Maximum Entropy classifier

[13] to offer the base ranking and the context-aware ranking for the
retrieved replies. The classifier utilizes a series of features. At first
we introduce some shallow representations of the documents, i.e.,
queries, replies, and postings.

Term-based Representation. Most intuitively, we represent the
texts by the vector space model [21]. In this way, the content of
the context can be represented as c(d) = ⟨π(w1, d), π(w2, d), . . . ,
π(w|d|, d)⟩ where π(wi, d) denotes the weight for term wi which
occurs in the text d. For the conversation data, we evaluate the ter-
m weighting using the standard tf-idf measurement, which reflects
term importance [21]. We calculate the cosine similarity between
two term vectors.

Topic-based Representation. “Topics” have long been investi-
gated as the abstractive semantic representation [10]. We apply the
unsupervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation [4] to discover topics. We
obtain the probability distribution over topics for the text pieces.
The inferred topic representation is the probabilities for the piece
of text belonging to a certain topic. We empirically train a 1000-
topic model and represent texts as topic vectors. We also calculate
the cosine similarity between two vectors.

Entity-based Representation. Named entities are a special form
of terms. In this study, we distinguish persons, locations and or-
ganizations from plain texts with the help of named entity recogni-
tion techniques and maintain a vector of recognized entities for the
conversation. Based an established knowledge graph mined from
Baidu search logs, we can calculate the similarity (measured by
entity distance in the knowledge graph) between two entity-based
vector representations.

We formulate the following pairwise features. For pointwise fea-
tures, we basically calculate a matching score, either by similarity
using the standard cosine metric, or by dependency measurement
using the mutual information [21] metric.

Query-Reply Matching Score. We calculate the matching score
between the query and the candidate reply by 1) cosine similarity
and 2) mutual information based on the mentioned representations.

Context-Reply Matching Score. Similarly, we calculate the match-
ing score between the context and the candidate reply, calculated by
the matching metrics based on the three shallow representations.

Query-Posting Matching Score. We also consider the match-
ing score between query and the original posting associated with
the candidate reply in the ⟨posting-reply⟩ pairs, calculated by the
matching metrics.

Context-Posting Matching Score. Again, we calculate the match-
ing score between the context and the original posting associat-
ed with the candidate reply, calculated by the mentioned matching
metrics.

Statistical Machine Translation. Statistical machine translation
(SMT) is a machine translation paradigm which translates one sen-
tence in a language to a sentence in another language. If we treat
queries/contexts and replies as different languages, we can train a
translation model to “translate” queries/contexts into replies based
on the training corpora. Note that for the SMT score, we only cal-
culate based on term-based representation.

We also include pointwise features as follows:
Language Model. Generative score from high quality language

model for the candidate reply. The language model is trained based
on large news data. We train the language model in unigram based
on millions of news articles archived from various mainstream news
websites.

Average Term Weighting. We calculate the average tf-idf score
for the reply as the weight. A candidate reply with higher weights
is more likely to be importance.

Length. This feature denotes the length of replies. Too short
replies are not preferred. We conduct a normalization to map the
value to [0,1].

Fluency. Fluency is to examine whether two neighboring terms
have a large co-occurrence likelihood. We calculate the co-occurrence
probability for the bi-grams of the candidate reply and then take the
average value as the fluency.

We feed all the calculated features of a candidate reply into the
scoring function and rank the reply accordingly. The features are
empirically hand-crafted and the learning is shallow. In contrast to
the shallow learning ranker, we next propose a deep learning ranker.

4.3.2 Deep Learning
The deep ranker based on deep learning techniques do not rely

on hand-crafted features from empirical expertise. In recent years,
deep neural networks (DNNs, also known as deep learning) have
made significant improvement. With big data available, DNNs are
highly automated learning machines; they can extract underlying
abstract features of data automatically by exploring multiple layers
of non-linear transformation [1].

As mentioned, we have two parts, i.e., ⟨posting-reply⟩, to com-
pare with the query and/or the context. The scoring function out-
puts a scalar in R (appropriateness or inappropriateness) in for a
particular candidate reply, given either the query itself (i.e., the
base ranking part) or the context (i.e., the context-aware ranking
part). Both the base ranking score and the context-aware ranking
score are computed by the same deep neural network architecture,
but their parameters are different so that the scoring functions can
depict different meanings. In particular, the deep structure for sen-
tence pair modeling includes the following components.

Word Embeddings. Traditional models usually treat a word as
a discrete token; thus, the internal relation between similar words
would be lost. Word embeddings [22] are a standard apparatus in
neural network-based text processing. A word is mapped to a low
dimensional, real-valued vector. This process, known as vector-
ization, captures some underlying meanings. Given enough data,
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usage, and context, word embeddings can make highly accurate
guesses about the meaning of a particular word. Embeddings can
equivalently be viewed that a word is first represented as a one-hot
vector and multiplied by a look-up table [22].

In our model, we first vectorize all words using their embed-
dings, which serve as the foundation of our deep neural networks.
Word embeddings are initialized randomly, and then tuned during
training as part of model parameters.

Bi-Directional LSTM. We use a bi-directional long short term
memory (Bi-LSTM) recurrent network to propagate information a-
long the word sequence. A recurrent neural network (RNN) keeps
a hidden state vector, which changes according to the input in each
time step. As RNNs can iteratively aggregate information along a
sequence, they are naturally suitable for sentence modeling.

LSTM is an advanced type of RNN by further using memory
cells and gates to learn long term dependencies within a sequence
[33, 25]. LSTM models are defined as follows: given a sequence
of inputs, an LSTM associates each position with input, forget, and
output gates, denoted as it, ft, and ot respectively. The vector lt
is used to additively modify the memory contents. Given an input
sentence S = {x0, x1, . . . , xT }, where xt is the word embedding
at position t in the sentence. LSTM outputs a representation ht for
position t, given by

it
ft
ot
lt

 =


σ
σ
σ

tanh

W ·
[

ht−1

et

]

h̃t = ft · h̃t−1 + it · lt
hs
t = ot · h̃t

(1)

where h̃ is an auxiliary variable and can be viewed as the infor-
mation stored in memory cell. σ(·) = 1

1+e−· is a known as a
sigmoid/logistic function.

A single directional LSTM typically propagates information from
the first word to the last; hence the hidden state at a certain step is
dependent on its previous words only and blind of future word-
s. The variant Bi-LSTM [6] is proposed to utilize both previous
and future words by two separate RNNs, propagating forward and
backward, and generating two independent hidden state vectors
−→
ht and

←−
ht , respectively. The two state vectors are concatenat-

ed to represent the meaning of the t-th word in the sentence, i.e.,
ht =

[−→
ht ;
←−
ht

]
.

Convolution. We further apply a convolutional neural network
(CNN) to extract local neighboring features of successive words—
i.e., discriminative word sequences can be detected—yielding a
more composite representation of the sentences. The structure of
CNN in this work is similar to [15]. Unlike RNNs, CNNs only
impose local interactions between successive words within a filter
(size m).

Concretely, we build a CNN upon the output of Bi-LSTM. For
every window with the size of m in Bi-LSTM output vectors, i.e.,
(Ht)m = [ht, ht+1, · · · , ht+m−1], where t is a certain position,
the convolutional filter F = [F (0), . . . , F (m− 1)] will generate a
vector sequence using the convolution operation “∗” between the
two vectors. More formally, the convolution results in a vector
where each component is as follows:

oF = tanh
[m−1∑

i=0

h(t+ i) ∗ F (i)

]
(2)

In practice, we also add a scalar bias b to the result of convolu-
tion. In this way, we obtain the vector oF is a vector, each dimen-
sion corresponding to each word in the sentence.

Notice that the above equation describes a single “slice” of con-
volution. In fact, we may have multiple feature filters and thus
multiple feature maps. Different filters do not share parameters (F
and b), so that they can capture different meanings.

Pooling, Concatenation, and Matching. On the basis of sen-
tence representations using Bi-LSTM with CNN, we can model the
interactions between two sentences. We apply pooling to aggregate
information along the word sequence. In particular, a max pooling
layer chooses the maximum value in each dimension in the feature
maps after the convolution, indicating how much the feature is most
satisfied along the sequence.

We have two matching matrice between posting-query (or con-
text) and reply-query (or context) using standard cosine similarity.
Hence we have two scalar scores for the matching matrice. We
concatenate these individual sentences’ vector representations (i.e.,
query/context, posting, and reply) with the scores from the match-
ing matrice. Then the concatenated vectors are fed to an ensuing
network for further information mixing. Vector concatenation for
sentence matching is also applied in other studies like [47], which
is effective yet of low complexity order, compared with other word-
by-word matching [11], or attention methods [27].

The joint vector is then passed through a 3-layer, fully-connected,
feed-forward neural network, also known as multi-layer perception
(MLP) [1], which allows rich interactions between a sentence pair
from one of the three components. The network enables to extract
features automatically, starting from lower-level representations to
higher-level ones. Finally, a single neuron outputs the score be-
tween a query (or the context) and a reply. The final scoring neuron
is essentially a linear regression.

4.4 Rank with Optimization
Given the two ranking lists (i.e., base ranking and context-aware

ranking), our proposed system applies an optimized combination
of the ranked lists. We optimize the combination so that the refined
rank should not deviate too much from either of the two rankings.
Then, the system selects the reply with the highest ranking as the
output to respond.

We do not directly add the base ranking scores and context-aware
ranking scores together as the measurement to calculate the final
rankings. Let τb be the base ranking and τc be the context-aware
ranking, we need to estimate the final ranking as τ , and also esti-
mate the rank τ(ri) for each candidate reply ri. We aim at opti-
mizing the following objective cost function O(τ ),

O(τ) =α

|τ |∑
i=1

Bi
(
||τ(ri)

Ψi
|| − ||τb(ri)Bi

||
)2

+ β

|τ |∑
i=1

Ci
(
||τ(ri)

Ψi
|| − ||τc(ri)Ci

||
)2 (3)

where Bi is the base ranking score while Ci is the context-aware
ranking score. Ψi is expected to be the merged ranking score,
namely the “appropriateness”, which will be defined later. Among
the two components in the objective function, the first component
means that the refined rank should be close to the base rank. We
use (|| τ(ri)

Ψi
|| − || τb(ri)Bi

||)2 instead of (τ(ri) − τb(ri))
2 in order

to distinguish the detailed differences associated with scores and
ranks. The second component is similar by making rank close to
context-aware rank.
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Our goal is to find τ(ri) = τ(r⋆i ) to minimize the cost function,
i.e., τ = argmin O(τ). τ is the final rank merged by our algorithm.
To minimize O(τ ), we compute its first-order partial derivatives.

∂O(τ)

∂τ(ri)
=

2α

Ψi
(
Bi

Ψi
τ(ri)− τb(ri))+

2β

Ψi
(
Ci
Ψi

τ(ri)− τc(ri)) (4)

Let ∂O(τ)
∂τ(ri)

= 0, we get

τ(r⋆i ) =
αΨiτb(ri) + βΨiτc(ri)

αBi + βCi
(5)

Two special cases are that if (1) α = 0, β ̸= 0: indicating we only
use the base ranking, i.e., single-turn without contexts. (2) α ̸= 0,
β = 0, indicating we only use context-aware ranking without base
ranking.

We define Ψi as the weighted combination of merged ranking
scores from both rankings:

Ψi =
αBi + βCi
α+ β

(6)

In this way, final Ψi is dependent on base ranking score and the
additional context-aware ranking score. We plug Equation (6) into
Equation (5), and obtain a more concise format with no ranking
score of Ψ: τ(r⋆) is a weighted combination of base ranking and
context-aware ranking by:

τ(r⋆i ) =
α

α+ β
τb(ri) +

β

α+ β
τc(ri) (7)

The final ranking equation indicates an efficient calculation ap-
proach with an analytical solution. Even if the contexts are con-
sisted by several utterances, we just need to process all the contexts
together as a batch, rather than a sentence-by-sentence style, which
makes the service efficiently practical.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed system for conversation

task against a series of baselines based on the huge conversation
resource. The objectives of our experiments are to 1) evaluate the
effectiveness of our proposed framework, 2) evaluate the efficiency
issue of different ranking approaches, and 3) investigate the trade-
off between effectiveness and efficiency.

5.1 Experimental Setups

5.1.1 Dataset
As mentioned, we collected massive conversation resources from

various forums, microblog websites, and cQA platforms including
Baidu Zhidao2, Douban forum3, Baidu Tieba4, Sina Weibo5, etc.
The dataset is the same dataset that we used in our previous work
[43]. In total, the database contains ∼10 million ⟨posting, reply⟩
pairs. Some statistics are summarized in Table 4.

We constructed the dataset of 1,606,583 samples to train the deep
neural networks, 357,018 for validation, and 11,097 for testing. It
is important that the dataset for learning does not overlap with the
database for retrieval, so that we strictly comply with the machine
learning regime. For each training and validation sample, we ran-
domly chose a reply as a negative sample. Validation was based
on the accuracy of positive/negative classification. For the test set,
2http://www.zhidao.baidu.com
3http://www.douban.com
4http://www.tieba.baidu.com
5http://www.weibo.com

Table 4: Data statistics. Postings and replies are all unique.
Source #Posting #Reply #Vocabulary

Zhidao 8,915,694 3,705,302 1,499,691
Douban 10,618,981 2,963,226 483,846
Tieba 4,189,160 3,730,248 1,046,130
Weibo 186,963 393,654 119,163
Misc. 3,056 1,548 4,297
Total 9,023,854 7,293,978 2,857,378

we hired workers on a crowdsourcing platform to judge the appro-
priateness of 30 candidate replies retrieved for each query. Each
sample was judged by 7 annotators via majority voting based on
the appropriateness for the response given the query and contexts
(if any): “1” denotes an appropriate response and “0” indicates an
inappropriate one.

5.1.2 Hyperparameters
In our proposed model, we used 128-dimensional word embed-

dings, and they were initialized randomly and learned during train-
ing. As our dataset is in Chinese, we performed standard Chinese
word segmentation. We maintained a vocabulary of 177,044 phras-
es by choosing those with more than 2 occurrences.

The bi-directional LSTM has 128 hidden units for each dimen-
sion; CNN is 256 dimensional with a window size of 3. We used
stochastic gradient descent (with a mini-batch size of 100) for opti-
mization, gradient computed by standard back-propagation. Initial
learning rate was set to 0.8, and a multiplicative learning rate decay
was applied. The above parameters were chosen empirically. We
used the validation set for early stopping.

5.1.3 Evaluation Metrics
Given the ranking lists (annotated by crowdsourced workers) for

test queries, we evaluated the performance in terms of the follow-
ing metrics: precision@1 (p@1), mean average precision (MAP)
[32], and normalized discounted cumulative gain (nDCG) [12]. S-
ince the system outputs the best selected reply, p@1 is the precision
at the 1st position, and should be the most natural way to indicate
the fraction of suitable responses among the top-1 reply retrieved.
Besides, we also provided the top-k ranking list for the test queries
using nDCG and MAP, which test the potential for a system to pro-
vide more than one appropriate responses as candidates. We aimed
at selecting as many appropriate responses as possible into the top-
k list and rewarding methods that return suitable replies on the top.

Formally, the metrics are computed as follows.

nDCG@i =
1

|T |
∑
q∈T

1

Z

k∑
i=1

2ri − 1

log(1 + i)

where T indicates the testing query set, k denotes the top-k posi-
tion in the ranking list, and Z is a normalization factor obtained
from a perfect ranking. ri is the relevance score for the i-th candi-
date reply in the ranking list (i.e., 1: appropriate, 0: inappropriate).

MAP is computed by

MAP =
1

|T |
∑
q∈T

1

Nq

k∑
i=1

Pi × ri

Here Nq is the number of appropriate responses selected, and Pi

is the precision at i-th position for the query.
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Table 5: Overall performance comparison. For Microsoft XiaoIce and generative methods, we do not have MAP or nDCG scores
since we generate one candidate reply for each query. Note that for the efficiency of training and testing queries, we report the time
cost per query.

Effectiveness Metrics Efficiency (in milliseconds)
System p@1 MAP nDCG@10 nDCG@20 Training Testing

SMT (Ritter et al., [26]) 0.363 — — — 37.8 0.4
NRM (Shang et al., [29]) 0.465 — — — 185.3 4.2

LSTM-RNN (Sutskever et al., [33]) 0.501 — — — 253.9 5.1
Microsoft XiaoIce 0.533 — — — — ≈1.1

Random Match 0.266 0.246 0.289 0.353 — ≈0.0
Okapi BM25 0.272 0.253 0.302 0.368 — ≈0.0

DeepMatch (Lu and Li, [20]) 0.457 0.317 0.454 0.508 193.8 3.9
LSTM-RNN (Palangi et al., [25]) 0.338 0.283 0.371 0.431 221.6 4.8

ARC-CNN (Hu et al., [11]) 0.394 0.294 0.421 0.477 165.3 3.5
DL2R (Yan et al., [43]) 0.731 0.416 0.682 0.717 396.5 6.8
ROCF in DeepMatch 0.668 0.406 0.628 0.691 193.8 3.9
ROCF in LSTM-RNN 0.631 0.394 0.616 0.672 221.6 4.8
ROCF in ARC-CNN 0.647 0.401 0.608 0.661 165.3 3.5

ROCF-ShallowRanker 0.593 0.387 0.602 0.658 2.7 0.1
ROCF-DeepRanker 0.711 0.412 0.666 0.702 250.8 5.0

5.2 Algorithms for Comparison
To illustrate the performance of our approach, we include several

alternative algorithms as baselines for comparison. The baselines
can be divided into two categories, i.e., 1) generation-based meth-
ods and 2) retrieval-based methods for conversation systems from
very recent studies. Since our proposed approach is technically a
retrieval-based method, we mainly focus on the second category.
For fairness we conducted the same pre-processing procedures and
data cleaning for all algorithms.

Generation-based Conversation. For this group of algorithms,
the conversation system will generate a response from a given in-
put, i.e., a query from the user under the conversational scenario.
• Statistical Machine Translation (SMT): SMT is a machine trans-

lation paradigm which translates one sentence in the source lan-
guage to a sentence in the target language. If we treat queries and
replies as separate languages, we can train a translation model to
“translate” queries into replies. We implemented the phrase-based
translation idea for conversation proposed in [26].
• LSTM-RNN: LSTM-RNN is basically a Recurrent Neural Net-

work (RNN) using the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) archi-
tecture. The RNN with LSTM units consists of memory cells in
order to store information for extended periods of time. We use
LSTM-RNN for both generation and retrieval baselines. For gen-
eration, we first use an LSTM-RNN to encode the input sequence
(query) to a vector space, and then use another LSTM-RNN to de-
code the vector into the output sequence (reply) [33]; for retrievals,
we adopt the LSTM-RNN to construct sentence representations and
use cosine similarity to output the matching score [25].
• Neural Responding Machine. We implement the neural re-

sponding machine (NRM) proposed in [29], which is an RNN-
based generation approach with a global-local attention schema.

Retrieval-based Conversation. The approaches within this group
of baselines are based on retrieval systems, which return the best
matched candidate reply out of the conversational repository given
a particular query. Since our approach is retrieval-based, we select
strong retrieval-based methods to make a thorough comparison.
• Random Match. The method randomly selects replies from

the retrieved list for each query. Be aware it is not true random

because it only randomizes the order of the retrieved results. The
true random match is too weak to be included as a decent baseline.
• Okapi BM25. We include the standard retrieval technique to

rank candidate replies. For each query, we retrieve the most rele-
vant reply using BM25 model [21] from the corpus.
• DeepMatch. The DeepMatch method considers multiple gran-

ularity from the perspective of topics, obtained via LDA [20].
• ARC-CNN. The ARC approach is a CNN based method with

convolutionary layers which construct sentence representations and
produce the final matching scores via a MLP layer [11].
• Deep Learning-to-Respond (DL2R). We propose the DL2R

system based on a query reformulation and result list merging frame-
work in [43]. DL2R is also a general approach for both single-turn
and multi-turn conversation scenarios.
• Industry Application (Microsoft XiaoIce). There are several

industrial companies researching into automatic human-computer
conversation as well, such as Microsoft Cortana, Google Now, Ap-
ple Siri and Huawei Noah. Since we develop the entire system
based on Chinese corpus, it is intuitive that we compare with the
Microsoft Chinese ChatBot named XiaoIce6 (小冰), which could
to some extent represent the state-of-the-practice conversation soft-
ware from industry. Due to limited open API access, we can only
obtain the top-1 reply from XiaoIce for each query.
• Rank Optimized Conversation Framework (ROCF). We pro-

pose ROCF using context information, which aims at retrieving
more appropriate replies based on conversational contexts from pre-
vious turns, which is an optimized combination of base ranking and
context-aware ranking. Since the proposed ROCF is an adaptive
framework, we have two substitutive components of both shallow
ranker, deep ranker and other rankers for the ranking part.

5.3 Results
Overall performance results are shown in Table 5. From the re-

sults, we have some interesting observations.
For the effectiveness concern, the performance of the generative

methods is quite moderate, which concurs the judgment from [18,
29]. The automatic conversation generators tend to produce univer-
sal, trivial and ambiguous replies which are likely to answer a wide

6http://www.msxiaoice.com/
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range of queries, but not specific enough to conduct a meaningful
conversation. Besides, despite of the relatively high p@1 score for
these methods, they do not naturally provide more than one can-
didate replies. In general, we observe that generative approaches
using deep learning (i.e., NRM and LSTM-RNN) perform better
than that without deep learning techniques.

For retrieval methods, it is easy to obtain a ranked list of candi-
date replies, which show great potential to conduct conversations
with diversity. As to the retrieval-based methods, RandomMatch is
a lower bound for all baselines. As we mentioned, it randomizes
the order of the retrieved results. Hence the result is comparable
to that of BM25, slightly worse. Okapi BM25 represents the s-
tandard (and simple) retrieval system. The performance for BM25
is not as good as the other deep learning-based retrieval systems,
which is not surprising. Deep learning systems are proved to have
strong capabilities to learn the abstractive representation [20, 29,
31]. The best performance is achieved by DL2R which is proposed
in our previous work [43]. In the meanwhile, DL2R is the most
time consuming method. The performance of deep learning based
algorithms in general overwhelms that of shallow learning based
algorithms. The DL2R method has the advantage of fine-grained
contextual modeling.

Note that, our proposed ROCF-DeepRanker outperforms all oth-
er baselines, and achieves comparable (slightly weaker) result with
DL2R. The ROCF-ShallowRanker outperforms the general match-
ing algorithms with deep learning techniques, due to the conversa-
tional scenario formulation. Still, ROCF-ShallowRanker is not as
effective as other deep learning metrics in ROCF framework. It is
natural for the shallow representation of feature engineering. The
observation is somehow meaningful: the proposed ROCF frame-
work is extensive and compatible for different rankers.

Another minor issue is that we include the industrial application
of Microsoft XiaoIce due to the industry background of our study.
Since we cannot get access to the internal API of XiaoIce, there
could be some network delay and hence the testing time is inaccu-
rate. Still we outperforms XiaoIce in terms of p@1 metric, which
could be regarded as one of the up-to-date industrial systems.

Since we target at launching a practical online system to pro-
vide real-time service, time efficiency is also a major concern. In
general, deep learning methods require big data for model training,
the advantage of our proposed approach becomes rather prominent.
The time for training the deep learning models (either the genera-
tive method, or the retrieval method DeepMatch) was several mag-
nitudes higher compared to the straightforward shallow learning
models according to the training time and testing time. It is intuitive
that measurements on terms and high-level features will be much
faster than a series of heavily-computed calculations: embedding,
convolution, and pooling, etc. Although the fastest method is the
random match, the proposed ROCF-ShallowRanker seems to yield
the best trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency for a practi-
cal system. Given enormous number of conversations happened ev-
ery day, the time difference between shallowing learning and deep
learning is greatly amplified. However, we still have great potential
to increase the effectiveness performance when we switch to the
deep learning way online. The proposed ROCF is rather adaptive
and flexible.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a practical, which means effective and

efficient, framework for human-computer conversation in open do-
main, which targets at providing real-time services. Given the user
issued message as queries, our proposed system will be able to re-
turn a corresponding reply retrieved from a massive data reposito-

ry (∼10 million ⟨posting-reply⟩ pairs) to respond the human utter-
ance, fundamentally based on an information retrieval framework
given a vast conversation resource. The system suits both single-
turn and multi-turn conversation. We start from a base ranking
without context information, and then incorporate a context-aware
ranking (if any) in an optimized combination. Performance com-
parisons between our proposed method against baselines demon-
strate the advantage of our ROCF based on the rank optimization
and combination approach. The deep learning methods are com-
petitive with better effectiveness scores but have significant draw-
backs in efficiency. The ShallowRanker achieves slightly weaker
effectiveness but much faster in a timely manner. We provide an-
other perspective of view to establish a practical conversation sys-
tem. Yet, we still have plenty room to make improvement using
ROCF-DeepRanker.
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